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from the lung time-actMty curve. The factor images were generated
by iterative reconstruction. Results No signfficant difference was
found between MBF values from ROls drawn on the traditional
images(usmng the C150 scan)and those drawn on the factor images.
Conclusion: It is possible to generate myocardial images directly
from the dynamo H2150 study, so that the C150 scan can be
omitted from MBF studies. The proposed method is robust and
results in nearly optimal signal-to-noise ratios in the factor images.

Key Words PET; myocardial blood flow, factor analysis; myocardial
and biood-pool images
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i:;@emeasurementofregionalmyocardialbloodflow(MBF)
with H2150 and PET is an established technique based on the
favorable properties of H2150 as a flow tracer (1â€”3).The main

The measurement of regional myocardial biood flow (MBF) with
H2150and PETrequiresan additionalC150 blood-pool scan forthe
purpose of region of interest (ROl) definition. This additional scan
results in a substantially increased radiation dose, study duration
and risk of movement artifacts. Therefore, a method was developed
to generate myocardial factor images directly from the dynamic
H2150studyWithOuttheneedfora C150scan.Methods Thefactor
sinograms were generated by means of linear dimension reduction
of the dynamic sinograms, where the required variate and covariate
factors (myocardial and blood time-activity curves) were modeled
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where

V=
Vs=
Vc=

Vpv

Vr
I

scaled data space,
span(f1, f2, . . . f@)= the signal space,
span(f2, . . . f@)= the covariate space,
the projected variate space,
the residual space and
denotes an orthogonal sum.

drawback of H215O is the lack of a myocardial image suitable
for region of interest (ROI) definition, due to the similarV

= VsIV, VpvIVcIVr, Eq.1concentrations

in arterial blood and myocardial tissue. There
fore, an image of the mvocardium is often generated by
performing an additional CT@Oscan and subtracting the corre
sponding blood volume image from either atransmissiondensity

image (4) or an image of the washout phase of the
dynamic@ @Oscan (2). There are, however, several disadvan
tages associated with this additional C @Oscan: (a) the subtrac
tion images are very sensitive to patient movement between
scans, possibly resulting in mispositioning of ROIs; (b) special
hardware is required to generate and safely deliver the C'5O
gas; (c) there is a substantial increase in radiation dose to the
patient; and (d) the total study duration increases by about 15
mm, thereby enhancing the risk of patient movement.

Ideally, the myocardial and blood-pool images should be
generated from the dynamic H2' @Oscan itself without the need
for an additional C15O scan. However, since these dynamic
images contain a considerable amount of noise, optimal han
dling of signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio is crucial for generation of
the myocardial and blood-pool images, and no method is
currently able to do this satisfactorily.

Recently, a general theory for optimal linear dimension
reduction of sequences of medical images have been reported
(5,6). The feasibility of generating myocardial images with
optimal noise properties from H2150 scans was demonstrated,
but the method required left and right ventricular cavity (LVC
and RVC) time-activity curves (TACs), which are difficult toIn

other words, factor images with the optimal S/N ratio are
obtained by first orthogonally projecting each scaled pixel
vector onto the signal subspace [V5 = span(f1, f2, . . . fr)]. The
projected vectors are then further projected orthogonally onto
the subspace (V@@C V5) that is orthogonal to the covariate
subspace [Vc span(f2, . . .

Equation 1 not only specifies how factor images with optimal
s,@ratioshouldbeconstructed(whenlineardimensionreduc
flons are used), it also provides the amplitude of the projected
signals (i.e., the norm of the part of the signal vectors that are
placed in@ The variance of the noise remains unchanged
after orthogonal projections, so Equation 1 also specifies the
si@ratiointhefactorimages,anditcanbeusedtoexaminethe
effects of errors in the variate and covariate vectors. Further
details are given elsewhere (6).

Modelling the Variable and Covariable Factors
Myocardial factor images can be generated by using one

variate and two covariate factors(6):obtain.
The aims of this study were first to model these TACs

from the lung time-activity curve for the generation of myocar
dial and blood-pool factor images and, second, to test whether
these factor images could be used for ROI definition with the
view of quantifying MBF, thereby eliminating the need for an
additional C'50 scan.v5

= span(ymy@@dium,ylvc,y@)
Eq. 2

Vc span(ylvc, Vrvc),

where yjvc and y@ are the scaled LVC and RVC time-activity
curves and ymyocardium@Sthe scaled xmyocardium.

xmyocardium(t) = F X xinput(t) * exp[ â€”(F/p + A) x t],
Eq.3ThEORYwhereUnear

DimensionReductionThis
study is based on a simplified general theory for linear

dimension reduction (6), which performs the dimension reduc
tion in such a way that the noise in the resulting factor images
is minimized. An initial transformation to obtain homogeneous
variance is first performed. Thereafter, the variance ofthe noise
is kept constant in all calculations by allowing attenuation ofthe
signal. This differs from the traditional approach where the
signal is calculated, but the noise is allowed to increase (5). The
above mentioned initial transformation significantly simplifies
the equations (6). The optimal linear dimension reductions are
orthogonal projections, and the noise will be uncorrelatedt

time [mm],
Xmyocardjum(t) myocardium concentration of@ @O[Bq ml

(tissue)],
x10@@@(t)arterial concentration of 21 @O[Bq ml

(l@l00cD],
F MBF [ml (blood) ml I (tissue) min I],
P myocardium to blood partition coefficient of

water [(ml water/ml tissue)/(ml water/ml
blOOd)],

A decay constant of@ @O(= 0.338 mm@ ) and
* denotesconvolution.between

any set of orthogonalcoordinates.In addition, resultsThe partition coefficient can be set to p = 0.96 ml ml I(3).are
not degraded by subdivision of the time-intervals (6).

In short, the method requires that a variate factor (f, repre
The method to generate factor images is relatively insensitive to
the chosen value of F (6), which is set to 0.75 ml (blood)mlsenting

a time-activity curve for the organ that should be(tissue) min â€ĩn this study. The LVC and RVCtime-activityimaged
by the factor image) and covariate factors (f2, . . . , fe,,

representing TACs of other structures) are given. The pixelcurves
(Xlvcand x@c) are difficult to obtain from ROIs before

the factor images have been generated so, in this study,theyvectors
must have been scaled appropriately (6). The variate

factor is allowed to contain spillover from the covariate factors,were
modeled from the lung time-activity curve (xlUfl5).The

lung curve primarily differs from the LVC and RVC curvesinbut
the covariate factors should not contain spillover from thedispersion and delay. Therefore, the simplest model toobtainvariate

factor. The variate and covariate factors should be
supplied for each separate factor image and are specified in the
modeling section later. The factor image with optimal S/N ratioxlvc

and x@c is a time shift of xluflg:

Xlvc(t) xlung(titt)is

now obtained as those parts of the scaled pixel vectors that
are placed in the subspace Vi,,, in the following orthogonal sumx,@c(t)

xlung(t + @t) Eq. 4

xinput(t) = xlung(t)(6):
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The effect of using i@t = 10 sec as well as @t=5 sec was
examined in this study.

Blood factor images can also be generated by means of
Equation I but with the role of blood and myocardium inter
changed so that:

Vs span(ymy@ardium,ylung)

Vc span(ymyocardium)

Weighting
The pixel vectors were scaled in such a way that homoge

neous variance was obtained. This was achieved by assuming
that the variance of the noise in a pixel vector was proportional
to the total number of counts in a sinogram (6, 7).

MATERIALS AND METhODS

Scanning Protocol
The method was developed using data previously acquired for

comparison ofdifferent administration protocols of H2150 consist
ing of 4 normal subjects and 11 patients with ischemic heart
disease (8). The studies were approved by the Research Ethics
Committee ofHammersmith Hospital. Permission to administer the
radioactive tracers was obtained from the United Kingdom Admin
istration of Radioactive Substances Advisory Committee. Written
informed consent was obtained from all subjects before scanning.

All scans were acquired with an ECAT 931-08/12 whole-body
scanner (Siemens/CTI, Knoxville, TN) with an axial field of view
of 10.8 cm. Before scanning, an antecubital vein was cannulated
for blood sampling and subsequent tracer administration. After
positioning the subject, a rectilinear transmission scan was ac
quired to check that the heart was located in the center of the axial
field ofview ofthe scanner. Then a transmission scan (20 mm) was
acquired using retractable 68Ge/@8Garing sources. This transmis
sion scan was used to correct all subsequent emission scans for
attenuation: (a) C'50 blood-pool scan (6 GBq, efficiency of gas
mask â€”â€˜50%);(b) dynamic C'502 inhalation scan (7 GBq, effi
ciency of gas mask â€”50%); (c) dynamic H215O infusion scan
(550-i 100 MBq); and (d) dynamic H2t50 bolus scan (-@-550MBq)
(8). All scans were performedat baselinewithout any pharmaco
logical intervention. The time between emission scans ranged from
15â€”25mm to allow for decay and data transfer. For this study, only
the dynamic â€@̃Obolus scan was used, together with the C' @O
blood-pool scan for validation purposes. The 2' @Oscan corn
prised 34 frames over 7 mm (1 X 30 sec background, 12 X 5 sec,
is x 10sec,6 X 30sec).Startingafterthebackgroundframe,
H2150 was injected as a bolus (â€”550MBq) over 20 sec with an
infusion rate of 10 ml rnin@ . Then, the line was flushed for another
2 mm.

Image Processing
The normalization scan (acquisition of a flat source) was

extended as previously reported (9) to include the arms within the
normalization field of view. This scan was used to correct all other
scans for inhomogeneities in the detector system.

In the flowchart of Figure i , a schematic representation of the
various processing steps (after normalization and attenuation cor
rection) is given both when ROIs are defined, using the new factor
image method, and when they are defined on blood volume,
washout and extravascular density images (traditional method).

Transmission and dynamic 2' @Oimages were filtered back
projected using a Hann filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.5 in units
of the reciprocal of the sampling interval of the projection data planes.
(3.07 mm). The resulting image resolution was 8.4 X 8.3 X 6.6
mm (3) FWHM, and the pixel size was 2.096 mm. Lung TACs for
generation of the factor images were obtained by defining ROIs on

Traditional iiethod Fader image metbod

Eq. 5

FIGURE 1. Proces@ng steps when regions of interest (ROls)are defined on
factor images versus traditionalimages.

transmission images and applying them to the dynamic H2150
filtered backprojected images. The myocardial factor images were
generated using the lung curve, shifted by I0 sec in each direction
(@t = 10 sec), to represent the LVC and RVC time-activity curves,
respectively. Blood volume images (2) (from C'50), washout
images [i.e., washout phase of H2150 images minus appropriately
scaled C'@ image to remove the blood (2 )], extravascular density
images (4 ) and factor images were iteratively reconstructed
(10,11) using 64 iterations with area weighted forward- and
backprojections and smoothing (12) with the kernel (0.01, 0.98,
0.01) in the x and y directions and resliced into 12 short-axis
planes. Washout and extravascular density images, which are
generated as a difference between two other images, were obtained
by first iteratively reconstructing these images separately before
subtraction. This was necessary since the iterative reconstruction
requires that all sinogram data are non-negative (10). This was also
true for the factor images where the two sum images corresponding
to the positive, and the negative factor coefficients were recon
structed separately. The resolution of the iteratively reconstructed
images was 7.7 x 7.7 X 6.6 mm (3) FWHM.

Regions of Interest Definition to Calculate Myocardial
Blood Flow

Two independent sets of ROIs were defined (see Fig. I) on the
iteratively reconstructed short-axis images. Each set consisted of
left atrial (LA), LVC and RVC ROIs together with myocardial
ROIs for the septum and nonseptum defined in the eight central
short-axis images. LA ROIs were not defined in three of these
subjects, where only part of the atrium was scanned. First, ROIs
were defined in the traditional way on blood volume, washout and
extravascular density images as described previously (8 ). A note
was made of the short-axis plane numbers for the ROIs. The same
planes were used when the second set of ROIs was defined on the
blood factor and myocardial images a few weeks later by the same
operator. This procedure was followed to avoid differences in the
TACs, which could be attributed primarily to differences between
the planes rather than to the way the ROIs were drawn within

Several measures were taken to reduce variability in the defined
ROIs and the corresponding TACs. The ROt definition program
ensured that the thickness of the myocardial ROIs was always 6
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pixels, corresponding to 12.6 mm (8). Because iteratively recon
structed images had higher resolution than the corresponding
filtered backprojected images, blood ROIs were always defined
such that a safe distance was kept from myocardial tissue (to avoid
spillover). LVC ROIs were defined by keeping a safe distance from
especially the lateral wall (which moves most) and the papillary
muscles. RVC ROIs were defined, keeping a safe distance from the
septum.

To obtain quantitative TACs, all ROIs were then projected onto
the filtered backprojected dynamic images.

Data Analysis
A traditional single-tissue compartment model was used for

calculating the tissue time-activity curve from the LVC input curve
and MBF. The LVC and RVC TACs from both sets of ROIs (i.e.,
traditional method and factor image method, see Fig. 1) were used
in weighted (to achieve homogeneous variance of the noise in each
point) nonlinear regression to fit for MBF, tissue fraction (TF),
spillover of blood from the LVC into the myocardium (Vaivc) and,
in the septum, the separate spillover from the RVC into myocar
dium (Va@c). This is the traditional (3-parameter model) method
(2,3 ), except that it containstwo spillover terms (4-parameter
model), when applied to the septum (8). Vatotaiis defined as Va.ivc
+ Va@c.

These calculations were performed with the LA TACs, as well as
the LVC TACs, as input curves. The results from both sets of ROIs
were compared to assess whether factor images could be used
instead of traditional images.

The impact of the modeling (of variate and covariate spaces) on
the S/N ratio in the myocardial factor images was examined. The
generation of myocardial images assumes that the myocardial
blood flow equals 0.75 ml min â€m̃1 â€˜. Using the lung time
activity curve as input function, the S/N ratio was calculated for
different myocardial blood flows using Equations 1 and 3. In
practice, the true input function is a delayed and dispersed version
of the lung time-activity curve. Therefore, the true myocardial
time-activity curve will also be a delayed and dispersed version of
the calculated (using Eq. 3) myocardial curve. To assess the effect
of this (in practice unknown) delay and dispersion from the lungs
to the coronary arteries on the S/N ratio, the S/N ratio of the
myocardium was also calculated after delaying the calculated
myocardial curve by 5 sec and 10 sec. Assuming that the RVC and
LVC TACs are correct, the residual blood in the myocardial images
was calculated with Equation 1. The above calculations were
performed for both @t= 5 sec and L@t= 10 sec (for elimination of
blood in the factor images) in Equation 4. Detailed equations for
performing the above calculations are given in (6).

RESULTS
The average pixel ROI sizes for LA, LVC and RVC were 66

(62), 59 (56) and 68 (61 ), respectively, when drawn on factor
(traditional) images.

Figure 2 shows iteratively reconstructed myocardial and
1:â€˜oodfactor imagestogetherwith the traditional C'5O blood
volume, washout and extravascular density images. As a result
of the approximations in modeling x,@@(t)and x@c(t), the
cavities in the myocardial factor images are not exactly zero,
but on average slightly negative. Since the purpose was to
obtain factor images with optimal S/N ratios for the purpose of
ROl definition, no attempts were made to ensure that the blood
in the right and left ventricular cavities was scaled in the same
way in the blood factor images. Usually, the amplitude of the
blood in the RVC was higher than that in the LVC.

Table I shows average differences (Â± s.d.) of the fitted
parameters when the ROIs were defined on the factor images

A

B

D

FIGURE2. Myocardialandbioodfactorimages.Transaxialviewsoffactor
images of (A)myocardiumand (B)blood and of (C)traditionalC150 blood
volume, (D)washout and (E)extravascular density images. ,AJIimages have
been iteratively reconstructed.

when compared with the traditional images (washout, extravas
cular and@ @Oblood volume images). The differences were
small, although some were statistically significant.

Table 2 shows the retrieval ofsignals in the myocardial factor
images (i.e., the proportional rms magnitude of the original
scaled signal that is found in the myocardial factor image). The
retrieval ofthe myocardium (with MBF 0.75 ml min â€m̃1 I)
varies from 0.57â€”0.65 (0.61â€”0.69) depending on the actual
average delay from 0 sec to 10 sec between the lung and the
coronary artery time-activity curves when modeling the covari
ates (Eq. 4) using z@t= 10 sec (@t = 5 sec). In other words, a
change in average delay causes a change in recovery (and hence
in S/N ratio) of 1.2% per second. The retrieval of the measured
LVC and RVC time-activity curves was, on average (15
subjects), slightly negative (â€”0.01to â€”0.05)with a s.d. of 0.05.
Since these TACs possibly contain some spillover of myocar
dial activity (which has positive retrieval), the true retrieval of
blood is probably slightly more negative.

Figure 3 shows the amplitude of the myocardium in the
myocardial factor image as a function of the true MBF. The
amplitude is also proportional to the S/N ratio. The lung curve
(with no delay) was used as an input function for calculating the
myocardial signal. The total signal represents S/N ratio of an
optimally weighted summed image. The total signal â€”covariates
represents the S/N ratio of myocardium after the covariates
(modeled using @t= 5 sec) have been removed. This represents
the signal that can be retrieved if the MBF of the variate vector
(xmyocardjum) is adjusted to match the true MBF. The projected

variate is the signal that is actually retrieved when using
MBF = 0.75 ml min â€m̃l 1 for the variate vector. Over the
MBF range from 0. 17â€”2.00ml min â€m̃l â€˜, the additional loss
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cavity Câ€•a.rvc)when the ROls are defined on factor images and on traditional images (washout,
extravascular density and C150 blood volume images) using LVCand LAinput curves. Pawed t-test,
degrees of freedom = 14 for LVCand degrees of freedom = 11 for LA.

definition of the myocardial ring-shaped ROIs. It has been
shown (3, 13) that the size and placement of ROIs may affect
the calculated MBF, TF and Va,totalvalues. This effect is minor,
however, because the model fits for partial volume and spill
over. The width ofthe ROIs (1 .26 cm) is a compromise between
obtaining a high S/N ratio versus a high-tissue fraction and a
low spillover (3 ). Table 1 shows small, but significant, differ
ences in TF and Vatota@,which may be attributed to differences
in placement of the ROIs, in particular the difference in size. It
is, however, important to notice that the same MBF values are
obtained when ROIs are drawn on the factor images and on the
traditional images.

In general, it was easy to define the LVC ROIs on the
myocardial factor images. In particular, the direct visualization
of the myocardial wall and myocardial spillover was useful.
Definition of LA ROIs was, however, difficult in some of the
patients because it requires more anatomical knowledge, and
the blood factor images contain more noise than the C'50 blood
volume images. This is due to several reasons. First, the C' @O
activity was higher than the H2150 activity. Second, C' @Ois
confined to the blood space, whereas 2' @Odistributes over the
entire water space. Third, the partitioning ofthe dynamic H215O
scan into myocardial and blood factor images further attenuates
the images. LA ROIs can, however, be replaced by LVC ROIs
since these give, in practice, the same average MBF values
(3,8,13).

The present theory allows for calculation of relative S/N
ratios, when the blood curves are given. The attenuation of the
signal in the myocardial factor image in this study with the
bolus injection is lower than that reported previously for
infusion (6). This is due to the S/N ratio being proportional to
the sine of the angle between the scaled variate and the
covariate space (6). This angle is higher with the bolus because
the shapes of the blood and myocardial curves differ from each
other more than with infusion.

When compared with the alternative of factor analysis based
on principal component analysis, which performs badly in the
presence ofhigh noise levels where there is a risk oftotal failure
(14), the present method is robust. The loss due to the use of a
fixed-flow model is predictable and low over a wide range of
MBF values (Fig. 3). The method uses the lung curve, which
has good statistics, and is devoid of myocardial spillover. The
delay between the lung curve and the true arterial input function
is not important when generating myocardial factor images
(Table 2), as opposed to when MBF is calculated (15).

FIGURE 3. Signal-to-noise (SIN)ratios in myocardial factor images. Relative
amplitude (=relative S/N ratio) in myocardium as function of myocardial
bloodflow(MBF)inoptimallyweightedsummed image(totalaignal)and after
removal of blood using both matched flow model (total signal-covarlates)
and fixed-flowmodel (MBF= 0.75 ml min1 m11) of this study (projected
variate).Scale has been chosen so that MBF = 0.75 ml min1 ml1 has
relativeS/N ratio = 1.

in S/N ratio as a result of using a fixed value of MBF (=0.75
ml min â€m̃l 5 was less than 10%. At MBF = 4 ml min I
ml â€˜, the additional loss was 26%. The retrieval of both the
projected variate and the total signal â€”covariates was some
what lower for hyperemic MBF values when @t= I0 sec was
used in modeling the covariates, indicating that @t= 5s results
in lower noise in the myocardial factor image than i@t= 10 sec.

DISCUSSION
The main result of this study is a robust method for

generating myocardial and blood factor images directly from
dynamic 2' @Oscans, so that ROIs can be defined for the
calculation of MBF without the need for an additional C'5O
scan. The proposed method simplifies the measurement of MBF
with H215O, thereby adding to the favorable properties ofH215O
as a flow tracer (3). Importantly, the study can be repeated after
only 10â€”15 mm, and the calculated MBF values are indepen
dent of the actual partial volume.

The proposed method uses blood and myocardial factor
images generated from the dynamic H2' @Oscan itself. This
eliminates the problem of patient movement between scans,
enabling a more accurate definition of ROIs. The myocardial
factor images in Figure 2 show a small oversubtraction of the
blood pool. This is a general tendency (Table 2) caused by the
simplified modeling of the RVC and LVC TACs using the lung
curve. This oversubtraction, though small, might affect the

TABLE I
Comparison of Resutts Using Factor Images and Washout Images

Septumâ€”0.02 Â±0.06â€”0.02 Â±O.O2@0.05 Â±O.O4@Nonseptum0.01
Â±0.060.01 Â±0.020.06 Â±0.03@LA

Septumâ€”0.03 Â±0.08â€”0.02 Â±0.O3@0.04 Â±O.03@Nonseptum0.01
Â±0.080.00 Â±0.030.05 Â±O.03@

0.02 Â±0.05
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Model Myo Myo + 5 sec Myo + 10 sec RVCblood LVCblood

The average magnitude Â±s.d. (from 15 subjects) of myocardlal and blood algnals in the
myocardialfactor images relativeto the magnitude of the signals in OptimallyWeightedsummed
images. Negativevalues represent oversubtractions.The magnitudeof myocardium(Myo,Myo+5
see, Myo+10 see) depends on the actual delay and dispersion between the lungand the coronary
art&es (0 sac, 5 sec and 10 see). Itwas assumed that MBF= 0.75 ml min1 ml1. The covariate
factors@@ were modeled as Iungâ€”i@tand lung+@.twhere i@t= 10 sec (5 sac).

RVC= rightVentricUlarcavity,LVC= leftventrlcularcavity.

TABLE 2
Retrieval of S@naIs in Myocardial Factor Images

LungÂ±10 sec0.57Â± 0.030.61 Â±0.030.65 Â±0.04â€”0.01Â±0.05â€”0.04Â±0.05Lung

Â±5 sec0.61Â± 0.040.65 Â±0.040.69 Â±0.04â€”0.03Â± 0.04â€”0.05Â±0.05

analysis has also been applied to animal H2' @Ostudies where it
may produce MBF images (18). The latter studies obtained
linearity for low-to-normal MBF by restricting the duration of
the scan, so that the factor images were essentially first-pass
extraction images. The extraction of the factors requires a short
bolus, which makes the blood and the myocardial factor TACs
more distinct. In this study, the aim was to develop a robust
method for generating images of the heart in (potentially noisy)
patient studies. A relatively wide bolus was used to avoid too
much detector dead time. While accepting nonlinearity for
normal and high flows (Fig. 3), the duration of the scan was
increased to obtain best possible statistics.

Figure 3 illustrates that the signal-to-noise ratio in the
myocardial factor images is approximately 60% of that in the
optimally weighted (6) summed images. The factor images
may, therefore, contain more noise than the washout images.
Since even filtered backprojected washout images sometimes
contain an unacceptable level of noise, it is obvious that
iterative reconstruction (10) is needed with the factor images to
reduce noise. It is of interest to note that the generation of
myocardial factor images using linear dimension reduction in a
less general form was first suggested in 1989 (19). At that time,
however, the proposed method could not be implemented for
routine use simply because of high noise levels due to the lack
of iterative reconstruction techniques and the use of prolonged
C'502 inhalation (smaller angles between the variate and the
covariate spaces).

The main weakness of the present method is the simple
modeling of the LVC and the RVC curves as the lung curve Â±
5 sec or Â±10 sec, resulting in slight oversubtraction of blood in
the myocardial factor images (Table 2). More importantly,
however, MBF values are unaffected (Table 1). It should be
noted that it is possible to eliminate this error in blood
subtraction by using the present factor images to define ROIs
for the LVC and RVC. In a second iteration, the measured LVC
and RVC time-activity curves could then be used instead of the
modeled ones to generate a new set of factor images. These
curves contain, however, spillover of myocardial activity and
more noise. Further studies are required to evaluate this
approach.

A practical drawback ofthe proposed method is the increased
processing time. The traditional analysis of two dynamic scans
without iterative reconstruction takes about 1 hr (not counting
the time for filtered backprojection). The proposed method
requires iterative reconstruction offactor images, which adds 10
hr processing time without user intervention on a SUN SPARC
(Sun Microsystems, Inc., Palo Alto, CA) 20 with one 150 MHz
HyperSparc CPU. The iterative reconstruction could, however,
be reduced to 1Â½hr if 32 iterations, and four subsets (20) were
used.

The average delay through the lungs is the lung water content
(about 0.5â€”11)divided by cardiac output (about 6 1/mm), giving
a delay of about 5â€”10sec. In cases with increased lung water
content (like pulmonary edema) and/or reduced cardiac output,
the delay will increase. This could result in a poorer subtraction
of the blood from the heart cavities if the actual delay through
the lung were significantly larger than the model value (2z@t,
i.e., 10 sec and 20 sec in this study). In these situations, z@tcould
be increased. The used delay values (Â±@t)were chosen to give
good blood subtraction for most clinical patients.

Dispersion will result in a mixture of delayed TACs. The
retrieval of the myocardial signal will, therefore, be a corre
sponding mixture of retrievals of delayed, but not dispersed,
TACs. This effect of dispersion is modest (see Table 2).
Another effect ofdispersion is the widening ofthe blood TACs.
This will result in a slightly lower retrieval of the myocardial
TACs, but even when the blood curves are about 90 sec wide,
the retrieved myocardial signal is sufficiently high (6). Further
studies will be required to assess the effect on the factor images
of increased delay and dispersion through the lung.

Patient movement during a dynamic scan is an important
problem with factor analysis using principal component analy
sis. The extracted factor curves may be wrong, and the factor
images may be meaningless. The factor curves are less affected
in the present method because they are based on the lung curve,
which is insensitive to movement as long as the ROIs are kept
at a safe distance from the chest wall and from the heart. If the
factor curves are correct, then the effect of movement is less
severe. Movement may then create (jositive or negative)
shadows around the edges of the anatomical structures. In
contrast to the principal component analysis, the present
method allows calculation of the amplitude of the myocardium
as a function of different MBF values (the projected variate
curve in Fig. 3). Over a wide range of normal baseline MBF
values, the amplitude does not vary substantially. The myocar
dial factor images, therefore, essentially represent myocardial
tissue density images for baseline flow. With very low flow, the
amplitude falls so that scar tissue, with very low flow, should
appear faint. Figure 3 also shows that myocardial images with
hyperemic MBF will appear with a reduced S/N ratio. Although
to a lesser degree, this also happens for theoretically optimal
factor images (total signal â€”covariates). When creating factor
images with hyperemic MBF, the modeled myocardial factor
curve could use an MBF value higher than 0.75 ml min@ m1 @.
However, this is usually not necessary, because, in most cases,
a baseline MBF study is also performed and this can be used for
ROl definition.

Factor analysis, including principal component analysis, has
been applied successfully to cardiac PET studies with good S/N
ratios like â€˜3NH3 (16) and fluorodeoxyglucose (1 7). Factor
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CONCLUSION
This study shows that it is possible to generate myocardial

images directly from a dynamic H2150 study without the need
for a C'@ scan. These images can be used for ROl definition.
Use of these ROIs provides essentially the same MBF and TF
values as when the ROl definition is based on the C'5O scan.
The elimination of C'50 has several advantages: (a) the
radiation dose to the patient is substantially reduced (-@-50%);
(b) no gas delivery system and control are required; (c) the
study duration is reduced by about 15 mm; and (d) the chance
of movement artifacts is reduced.

The present method of generating myocardial factor images
is robust and results in nearly optimal S/N ratios in the factor
images. It has several advantages over traditional factor analy
sis. It uses a low noise lung curve for modeling the factor curves
and determining the final oblique rotation, and it does not use
principal component analysis, which is sensitive to noise in the
data.
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